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The unsteady flowfield ofa propfan operating at takeoff conditions with angular inflow is examined by solving the three-
dimensional Euler equations. The operating condifious considmeA are:Mach number = 0.31, advance ratio = 1.6 tad inflow
angle to the propfan =8.3 °. The predicted results clearly show the cycfic variations of the blade powe_ and thrust coefficients
due to angular inflow. The flow changes from blade passage to passage are illustrated in terms _ static pressure contmar_
Tile predicted blade surface pressure waveforms are compared with flight meastwements. The predictions at the inboard
radial station, r/R-0.68, show reasonable agreement with flight data,At the outboard radial station, t/R - 0.95, where the
interactions of the tip vortex, the tip-region flow and the blade wake appear to result in a ccanplex nonlinear measured

response, the prediction showspoor agreement.

INTRODUCTION

The advanced propfan design incortxxates thin, highly loaded, highly swept blades to achieve superior performance at high
speed over the conventional straight bladed propellers. These blades can produce a complex flowfield with leading edge/
tip vortices and or shock waves depending on the operating conditions. An understanding of the propfan flow features at
the design and off-design operating conditions is crucial to the improvement of the design meflxxloiogies for future propfan
designs. To aid this understanding, wind tunnel and fight tests have been conducted on a large-scale 9-ft (2.74 m) diameter
SR7L ptopfan.

Steady and unsteady blade surface measurements were carried out on a two-bladed configuration in a mmsonic wind
tunnel in Modane, France [1,2]. Flight tests of the eight bladed design configuration were done in two sets. In the first
set called the Propfan Test Assessment (FrA) program detailed acoustic and structural measurements were taken [3]. In
the second set called the PTA foliow-on test detailed unsteady blade surface pressure m_ents were done [4]. This
is the fast in-flight detailed blade surface pressure measurement on any advanced propfan. Thus we have an unique data
base which may be used to understand propfan aerodynamic characteristics, validate prediction methods and to imlxove
design methodologies.

For the flight tests, the propfan was installed on the left wing of a modified, insmnnented Gulfstream II testbed aircraft.
A nacelle tilt arrangement was used to vary the inflow angle to the propfan. The unsteady blade surface pressures were
measured on a specially designed instrumented blade using 30 pressure transducers. The suction surface had 20 pressure
transducers distributed over three radial stations (r/R - 0.68, 0.86 and 0.95, where r is the radial distance and R is the



blade lip mtilns) while the pressure _ had 10 tmnsduc_m dism'buted over two radial stations (rfR-0.68 and 0.95).

The unsteady blade surface gessmes were meama_ for three nacelle tilt angles, =3°, =1° (tilt down) and 2° (tilt up).
The effective inflow angle, a, to the propfan, however, depends on the airplane angle of attack, nacelle flit and upwash
angle of the flow into the propfan. The propfan was tested over a wide range of inflow angles at takeoff and cruise operating
conditions. The unsteady flowfield of a propfan atcruise operating conditions was examined by Nallasamy ,nd Oroeneweg
[5]. In the wesent paper attention is directed to theunsteady flowficld of the propfanat takeoff condi6om. "l'neflow features
are examined by obtaining the unsteady three-dimensioual Fadersolution. The predicted blade surface pressure wavefotms
are compared with flight measurements. This perhaps is the fLrSttime that such a _ of predicted blade response
with in-flight _ts has become feasible.

NUMERICAL SOLUTION

The unsteady three-dimensional Eul_ equations governing the invisdd flow through a pmpfan are solved employing a
solution procedure developed by Whilfield et al. [6,7]. In this lWncedure, the equations in consexvative differentiM form
are transformed from a Cartesian reference frame m a time dependent body fitted curvilinear ref_ frame. The
transformed equations are discretized employing a finite volume technique. An approximate Riemann solver is used for
block interface flux clef'tuitions.A lower-upper (LU) implicit numerical scheme which _ apparent unconditional
stability is used to solve the discretized equations. The flowfield is represented by mulfiblock composite grids to limit the
core memory requirements.

COMPUTATIONAL GRID

The configuration considered is that of the dght-bladed SRTL flight test. The direction of rotation of the propfan and the

axes of refereage are shown in Fig. I. An H-grid is employed to represent the flowfield. Each blade passage is described
by 107 by 41 by 13 (axial by radial by circumferencial) grid points and each passage is divided into three Hocks with
107×41 ×5 grid points in each. Thus 24 blocks of grid descn'be the entire flowfield (8 blade passages) with 456,248 nodal
points. Each blade surface is represented by 49 by 27 (chordwise by spanwise) grid points with higher resolution near the
leading and u'ailing edges, the hub and the tip. This grid resolution was found sufficient to capture the leading edge vortex
for the M = 0.2 and j = 0.gg case in [8]. Figures 2(a):ind-(b) show the bl_dewi._ SU_ace and spanwise surface views
of the grid, respectively. Figure 2(c) shows the distribution of the grid points on the blade surface and around it. The far-

field boundary is three blade radii from the blade tip, the inflow plane is two blade radii upstream of the spinner and the
exit plane is two blade radii behind the blade. These boundary locations have been found to be adequate to produce accurate
results [9,10].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

"Ihesolution presented here is for the takeoff condition, Mach number, M - 0.31 and advance ratio, J = 1.6 (run = 40
and id = 3A in ref. 4). For this case, the nacelle tilt was =1° and the akplane angle of attack was 5.4 °. In addition to these
angles, the upwash angle at the propfan is needed to determine the effective inflow angle to the wopfan. In the absence
of a simple computational procedure to determine the upwash angle, an experimental correlation obtained by Heidelberg

and Woodward [11] from their SR7A model propfan test in the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-ft wind tunnel, was used to estimate
the inflow angle to the propfan. They In,st measured the pressure response of the blades as a function of inflow angle for
the pmpfan alone configuration. Then the wing was installed downstream of the pmpfan (as in the flight test, tractor
configuration) and blade pressure response was measured over a range of wing angles of attackand nacelle tilt. It is assumed
that the local inflow angle and the propfan angle of attack are the same in the propfan alone case. 1"hen by matching the
measured first harmonic response of the blades with wing installation to that of propfan alone configuration, they found
2
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the equivalent inflow angle as a function of wing angle of attack (Fig. 13 in [11]). This mr[_tion was obtained for takeoff
conditions, Math number = 0.2 and advance ratio 0.88. The same correlation is used here to obtain the effective inflow
angle to thepropfan.For an airplane(wing) angle of attackof 5.4° lad a laCe]le tilt (droop)angle of -1 ° comidered here,
avalueof 8.3° is obtainedfor the inflow angle f_3mthatcorrelatim. Thus, thesolutio,_ presentedand di_ussed hemwas
obtainedwith an inflow angle of 8.3° to the propfanaxis (Fig. 1).

From an impulse start, the unstmdy Euler solutions are obtained for three complete t_volutions of the [m3pel_ to obtain
• reasombly accurate solution. By the third revolution, the results have stabilized as indicated by the pet_dic varladm
of per blade power coefficient (Fig. 3(a)) during the second and third revolutions of the propfan. The figure shows the
variation of the single blade power coefficient with azimuth angle for four blades, when started at 0s = 0, 90, 180 and 270 °
respectively,for three_mplete revolutions of the lxopfan. The expectedsiausoidalvariatim of the blade _ due to
angular inflow is cleady olzexved in each case. Tbe initial transient loading at tbe startof _ _ _, _ _ _t
for each blade and depends on the azimuthal position of the blade. Irrespective of themagnitude of this transient, d_ power
coefficients become nearly sinus_dal at the e_! of the first revolmion. The amplitude of the stsbilished power coefficient

duringthethirdrevolutionvaries÷61and _$3percentabuutthemean.'Fnediffe_neebetweentbeminimum andmaximum
levels about the mean results from the higher positive inflow angle that has been considered here, as a look at the velocity

uiangles would show. For low inflow angles the variation about the mean in the positive and negative directions has been
found to be nearly the same [5,$]. Even though the inflow angle is higher than that in [8], the amplitude va_timl is small
clue the low Mach number of the flow cmsidered here.

To seetheharmoniccontentoftheloading,thepowercoefficientfc¢•singlebladeinthethirdcycleisFouriertransformed

to yieid Cp = ao + ai cos mt+ bi sin tat, where ao, ai, and _ are the Fonrier coefficients and t is the time. 'I1_ePt_Ikted
mean blade power coefficient, ao, is 0.127 and is the same as that for the steady flow (a - 0). The mean power coefficient
measured (per blade) in the flight test is 0.126 for the propfan operating conditions considered here. The loading spectrum
is shown in Fig. 3(b). The loading is dominated by the fh-Stharmonic, but conm_utions do come from higher bannock.
The firstharmonicloading lags the blade motion by 3.7°._ ismuch smaller than the 17.$° lag obtained for the takeoff

conditions (IV[- 0.2 and J - 0.88, a = 3_) of the two-bladed configuration considered in [8]. It is due to the fact that
the blade rotational frequency in the present case is only about half that of the case in [8], thus resulting in a low reduced
frequency and flow unsteadiness.Inaddition, the two-bladed case showed the formation of a leading edge vortex which

may have been partly responsible for the higher lag.

Figure 4(a) shows the spanwise variation of the elemental power coefficient for four azimmhal locations of the blade_
Also shown in the figure is the curve for the steady flow (a - 0). It is seen that at 0" 0 and 90° ,:,immhtl locations the
blade loading is lower than the steady levels whereas at _ ,. 180 and 270° it is higher than the steady value. "Fnemagnitude

of the cyclic variation of the loading depends on the spanwise location. The elemental thrust coefficient variations for the
same four azimuthal locations and steady flow are shown in Fig. 4(b). It is seen that near the hub region, • small pe_on

of the blade experiences negative thrust even in steady flow due to off-design operation of the prol_an. The variations at
diffenmt azimuth angles are similar to those of elemental power coefficient: at _ = 0 and 90° the values of the elemental
thrust coefficient are less than the steady value while at 0" 180 and 270 ° the values are greater than the steady value.
It is seen that in either case (Figs. 4(a) or (b)), the maximum deviation (in absolute value) from the steady value occurs
at the radial station where elemental power/thrust coefficient attains • maximum, as would be expected fxom angle c(attack
variations.

The detailed flowfieid information in the blade passages are presented in the form of static pressure contours at the

spanwise station, r/R - 0.68, in Fig. 5. In • steady flow (zero degree inflow angle) the static pressure contours (shown on
the top of the figure) in all the eight blade passages will be identical. But for an inflow angle of 8.3° changes in the flow
occur from passage to passage. In the highly loaded portion of the revolution, the leading edge region near the pressure
surface experiences higher pressure levels as indicated by the additional contou_ and levels (see blade p_ges marked
180-225, 225-270 and 270-315°). Of course, due to the low Mach number of the flow in the p'esent case no passage shock
forms as in the cruise case [3].

Next, we present detailed comparisons of the predicted blade pressure waveforms with flight data for two radial stations
r/R - 0.68 and r/R - 0.95. In these waveform comparisons, 0Ocorresponds to the (top-dead-cenusr) vertical direction for
the aircraft installation, as in the presentation of flight data in [4]. First of all, it should be mentioned that during the flight
tests no steady pressure measurements were made. However, some steady pressure data were obtained during the unsteady
pressure test by retaining the DC component of the pressure signal. These data do not indicate the formation of • leading
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edge vortex for the operating conditions,M =0.31 and J = 1.6, chosen here. Consequeutly, tbe meammMptcssu_ waveforms
on the suction surface at the outLmaxdradial station do not show (see the discussion below for Fig. 8) the doublehump
nature observed in Modan tests [2] for M = 0.2 and J = 0.88.

Figure 6 shows the unsteady blade surface pressure as a function of azimuth angle for six uamduc_ _ at r/R
- 0.68, on the suction side. The measured and ixedicted blade respouses indicau: that the respcmse is d_e largest at the
uansduceruearthe ieadingedge(x/c =0.0_,when_ x tstheaxialdistmceandci_thebladeclme_amltbe, eespon_
reduces graduallytowaedsthe trailing edge. The pmedictedphases of the waveform are in closeagreementwith the data.
However, theamplitudesareoverwedicted,the maximumoverlm_ctim occurringatthemmsducernearthe leadingedge.
Similar agreements of the predicted wavefotms with wind tunnel datt at cruise conditiom were also found in [12].

The pressure wavofotms for the four transducer locations on the pressure side of the blade me shown in Fig. 7. Heae
again, the phases of the predicted waveforms agree quite well with flight measme, menm while the amplitudes me
ovetlwedicted. Thus the pressurewavefcans for tgansducct Iooatictm at the inhomd radial station ou suction and ptessm¢
mufaces show reasonable agreement with flight data.

Figure 8 showsthepressurewaveforms on the suction surface at r/R - 0.95 for the five transducez locations. EVen at

this radialstation, the wedicfion indicates the largest respou_ to oecur near _ _ edge _ m _ _y _
the trailing edge. However, the flight measurements show that the highest response occurs downstream of the leading edge
at x/c = 0.25. At this and other transducer locations downslream (X/c = 0.42, 0.58, and 0.92) we observe that the magnitudes
are undegwe_cted and the measured pressure waveforms show a relative phase lag. "l'uemeasured response at x/c - 0.25
is higher than the predicted one by as much as 100 pexcent at an azimuthal iocatkm of 300 _ which is in the lightly loaded
(blade retreating) region of the revolution. Such a large response can only result from the movement of the tip votlex during
the revolution and/or strong inw,racfiom between the tip vortex and tip-region flow which are not adequately resolved in
the present solution. The phase differeuce between the waveforms may result from two thingS: (i) due to the interactions
mentioned above ,rid (2) the wing installation (or installation effect) in the flight tests as comtmred to _ alone
configuration of the computation. Heidelberg and Woodward [11] compare the _ pressure waveforms with and
without wing for one _r location, r/R = 0.75 _d x_C;"0_| for a - l&. They fled that _ wave.forms are identical
except for a small relative phase lag of 11e in the wing case. In the present case, the measured (wing case) waveforms
also show a phase lag relative to the predicted (no wing) ones, which depends on the transducer lecation. The transducer
near the leading edge (x/c = 0.08) show a small lead whereas all the remaining tmnsduce_ show a phase lag ranging from
8 to 30°. Mote detailed investigationisnecessarytounderstandthe complex interactions in the tip region and the installation
effects.

It should, however, be noted that when data indicated the formation of a leading edge vortex as in [2], the blade wessure
response on the suction surface was double humped at all the transducer locations on the chord (at r/R = 0.91). _ phases
of the predicted wave forms were uncorrelated with measurements [8]. In the present case no such double hump response
was measured, again perhaps indicating that no leading edge vortex forms at thi.¢operating condition.

Figure 9 shows the pressure waveforms for the six transducer locations on the pressure side of the blade at r/R - 0.95.
The measured waveform at x/c - 0.58 is erratic for this run (=40) as noted in [4] and is not shown here. At the transducer

locations xJc = 0.08, 0.25, 0.42 and 0.75 the pmedictedpeak ampfitudes agree reasonably well with fright dam. At all the
fourlocationsthemeasured waveforms show a reladve phase lag which againmay be the result of wing/no wing

configumfious and/or thetip-regiou flow being not resolved well in the predictions. The response at the mmsducer location
xJc- 0.92 is small and the measured waveform is nearly 180° out of phase with the predicted one and with the wave forms
at other four mmsducer locations. The mmsducer at x/c = 0.92 is not listed as erratic or inoperable. It is not clear as to
the kind of blade wake-tip region interaction that will produce such a phase variation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Numerical solution of the flow through a propfan operating at takeoff condidons with angular inflow has been obtained.
The results show that the ldade power and thrustcoefficients undergo cyclic variations due to angular inflow. The p_dicted
blade surface pressure waveforms were compared with flight measurements. At the inboard radial station, r/R = 0.68, the



predictedpressurewaveforms are inreasonableagreement with flightdata.However, attheoutbmrd radialstationr/R

= 0.95theagreementbetween themeasurement and predictionispoor.1"hediscrepanciesbetween thepredictionand data

at this radial stalioa seem to arise due to inadequate flow resolution in the blade lip regioo. The installation _ may

also ecmUribute to the observed phase differences between the measured and predicted lm_ssu_ wavdorms.
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